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General summary: 

Also called PCP (praise correct praise) is a pattern to focus on what is great about something, how to make it even 
greater and to finish with how great it is currently… Known as Constant and Never Ending Improvement, CANI gives 
the client a fair analysis of their behaviors and patterns. Clients, (like coaches) are far harder on themselves than they 
are kind. Ensuring the client experiences their true greatness may be one of your biggest gifts as it is truly a rare 
experience for most people.

Key Points:

Be genuine.•

Dig deep, and be very real. Find the truth that you can build on.•

Be generous, do not be stingy. (This is also what allows you to be direct and painful with them and they tolerate it… 
because you found out good to great things about them as well… when no other helping professional has.)

•

MOST.... ("in the 10") have a tough time with the complete Truth...

I loved your new casserole!•

You look fine in that dress!•

"I can't hurt their feelings"  vs.  "What will they think of me?"

So when you begin to speak with greater force...  
Remember three things:

What is AWESOME about this!1.

The AWESOME & Inevitable Truth!  (CANI)
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What could be EVEN BETTER?2.

Remind and re-anchor the positive!3.
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And...

I need a Great Artist!

https://youtu.be/qAPvk5y193g

John Diamond Art:   
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Check this link out for Little Mary: https://members.theinevitableyou.com/topic/integrity/

And, 475-479 in your black belt manual had some content to read. 

If you want the full Gary King audio that’s mentioned there on “Power of Truth” here you go: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8b9gvnd6go1fs73/01%20The%20Power%20of%20Truth%20Live.m4a?dl=0

Enjoy!

(e-mail resources on integrity)  08-17-18 Karla Elges session 
notes  
Saturday, August 18, 2018 9:37 AM
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http://f-st.co/RELlRco

Beware of Bosses Handing Out 
“Crap Sandwiches”
How to spot a sneaky, ill-conceived managerial 
technique for giving negative feedback.

By ALISON GREEN
AUG 22, 20187:30 AM

Photo illustration by Slate. Photos by rawpixel on Unsplash, Serrah Galos on Unsplash, 
and Tammy Duggan-Herd on Unsplash.

Executive Time is Slate’s pop-up blog about bosses.

If you’ve ever taken a management class—or been managed—you’ve probably come 
across the concept of the “feedback sandwich.” Known more colloquially as the “crap 
sandwich,” the idea is that when giving criticism, managers should sandwich it between 
two pieces of positive feedback: open with some praise, then offer the criticism, then 
close with some more praise to leave the person feeling good. It’s based on the idea 
that it’s easier for people to accept negative feedback when they also hear about what’s 
going well.

Unfortunately, the crap sandwich is fraught with problems. Once your employees 
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Unfortunately, the crap sandwich is fraught with problems. Once your employees 
recognize what you’re doing, they might start bracing for criticism every time you open 
a conversation with praise. It can also make the praise itself seem insincere, as this 
person wrote to me:

The compliment sandwich comes across as a backhanded compliment to me. Or kind of 
as an insult: like when you have to give a dog a pill and you hide it in a piece of cheese to 
trick them into swallowing. I always feel like there’s some kind of mild deceit going on, 
and I’m put off by the feeling that the person didn’t respect me enough to just talk to 
me instead of trying to “handle” me. I really hate feeling like I’m being “handled.”

This approach can cause the manager’s real message to be lost, by watering down the 
negative feedback. In fact, even aside from the crap sandwich, it’s incredibly common 
for managers to get so concerned about being tactful that their message gets diluted or 
missed altogether. Then you’re left with a manager who feels frustrated that their 
feedback didn’t work and an employee who didn’t get the chance to hear clearly that 
something needs to change.

In fact, I regularly talk to managers who are frustrated about something an employee is 
doing and who think they’ve been direct about the problem, but when I ask exactly what 
they’ve said, it turns out they haven’t been direct at all. Here’s one example of a 
manager who realizes that she’s doing that:

I’m a relatively new manager of a small team, and while I do have a lot of strengths as a 
manager, I’ve also discovered that I have no idea how to communicate directly. Even 
when I think I am being direct, I replay the conversation in my head later and realize I 
padded the whole thing with “softening” language that only distorts the message. … I 
also occasionally catch myself letting smaller issues slide just to avoid having a 
conversation about them. A couple of times those issues ended up developing into a 
situation where I couldn’t let them slide anymore, and of course failing to address things 
earlier only made the conversation even more awkward.

Managers already sugarcoat critical feedback too much! Not all of them, of course; 
some have the opposite problem of being too harsh. And then there’s the minority who 
actually get it right. But most managers struggle with being direct enough when they 
need to deliver criticism. And by promoting the crap sandwich technique, we’re 
reinforcing the idea that criticism is something to tiptoe around, when most managers 
urgently need to see it as a normal, less emotionally charged part of their relationships 
with employees so that they deliver it more often, and are clearer when they do.

We should be teaching managers to normalize feedback—to make it a regular part of 
their conversations with employees. If you’re regularly debriefing projects and talking 
about where things are going well and where things should be approached differently, 
feedback stops being so emotionally charged on both sides. Plus, if you’re regularly 
talking to people about what’s going well, then when you need to talk about something 
that isn’t going well, you won’t feel the same need to first pad the conversation to 
assure them that you know this isn’t the totality of their performance.

This person describes how it feels when a manager gets it right:

The best boss I ever had gave me feedback all the time. You never had to wonder about 
whether she was happy with your work or not. You knew, and if there was something 
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whether she was happy with your work or not. You knew, and if there was something 
wrong, you knew what you had to do to fix it. She was very direct in her assessments 
and I can imagine that if she gave me less feedback, that directness could have felt 
harsh, but because we were constantly talking about what I got right too, even her 
plain-spoken criticism felt really supportive and like she was invested in my growth.

That’s what managers should be going for. There’s no catchy name like the “crap 
sandwich” for it—it’s more of a well-balanced entrée anyway—and it takes more work. 
But it’ll drain a lot of the awkwardness and tension away from these conversations and 
make the feedback far more likely to stick.
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I HATE this chair!

I LOVE this chair!

the "matching and mis-matching" TOOL
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So the conclusion is?

BUT....

Engineers are designing the next space 
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Engineers are designing the next space 
shuttle, you are an astronaut... 

Do you want matchers or mis-matchers?
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